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Abstract: The dependences of the relative peak shifts of the second-order derivatives of spectral doublets on the 

peak separation were evaluated numerically. Doublets were composed of symmetrical Gaussian and Lorentzian 

lines with widely ranging relative intensities and widths. Qualitative shift patterns were obtained and some 

abnormal phenomena in derivative spectra were revealed.   
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I. Introduction 

Location of the spectral peaks is one of the most important quantitative parameters, which is widely employed 

in theoretical and applied spectroscopy [1]. For example, classical methods of identifying unknown elements 

and chemical compounds are usually based on comparing the experimentally measured peak positions with 

those found in standard libraries. However, overlapping of adjacent spectral contours and uncompensated 

background often cause apparent peak shifts, which lead to errors in spectrum interpretation.  

There exist numerous physicochemical, instrumental, and mathematical methods of improving spectral 

resolution of overlapping lines and bands [2]. Physicochemical and instrumental methods are very specific and 

usually cannot be implemented in practice without special consideration of each particular case. The 

mathematical methods which are most commonly used in practice can be divided into two groups: a) 

decomposition of a composite spectrum or the matrix of spectra into elementary components (multivariate curve 

resolution [3] and independent component analysis [4]) and b) artificial improvement of spectral resolution 

(deconvolution [5] and its particular version, derivative spectroscopy [6, 7]). Deconvolution is usually 

performed by solving the integral equation that describes the undistorted spectrum convolution by the response 

function of the spectral instrument [8, 9]. Another approach to the deconvolution problem is based on digital 

filtering in spatial or frequency domains [5, 10].  

The above methods have mathematically rigorous definition in the framework of the Inverse Problem [11]. 

However, they need a priory information, which can sometimes have fuzzy features (see, e.g., [12]). In addition, 

the mathematical tools of these methods, which are based on the regularization procedure, are often too 

complicated for practitioners. In contrast to this, derivative spectroscopy has been very popular among 

analytical chemists for over half a century. Derivative spectra are very simple for visual inspection and can be 

readily obtained using polynomial or Fourier digital filters or wavelength modulation.  The fingerprint 

interpretation of spectra is usually performed using the second-order derivative spectrum (SDS) because it is 

similar to the original one, but has improved resolution.  

From the theoretical point of view, the derivative method is based on sequential data treatment (derivation) [13], 

which is, actually, linear transform of the spectrum coordinates [14]. The main drawbacks of this method are a) 

decreased signal-no-noise ratio and b) additional artifacts (satellites). The peak positions of the resolved maxima 

of SDS are often assumed to be accurate values. However, the peaks may be shifted from their correct positions.  

Quantitative evaluation of the apparent shifts of peak positions in the derivative spectra of Gaussian and 

Lorentzian doublets was performed only in certain particular cases by means of computer modeling [6, 7].  The 

shift dependence on the parameters of the overlapping lines was briefly discussed only qualitatively.   

The goal of the present study was evaluating the peak position uncertainty caused by overlapping lines for the 

second-order derivatives of Gaussian and Lorentzian doublets in a wide range of their spectral parameters. In 

what follows, for the sake of simplicity, term “line” is used instead of term “line and band”.   

The standard algebraic notations are used throughout the article. All calculations were performed and the plots 

were built using the MATLAB program. 

II Theory 

a. Models 

Consider the second-order derivative of a doublet with the maxima located at     and   , respectively: 

                                                                                                                                                      
where      is the doublet line;           is the line shape parameter;                   
       is the full line width at half maximum;     βδ/2         and        are the relative and the    
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absolute separation of the doublet components, respectively;    is the line maximum position in the 

    scale;         are the relative intensity and the relative width of the second doublet line, respectively.  

We studied symmetrical Gaussian and Lorentzian functions [1] :                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                           

where                     
The second-order derivatives of a Gaussian and of a Lorentzian doublets (1) are represented by Eqs. 4 and 5, 

respectively: 

                  
               

                            
                                        

                             
                                                                                       

where                    . 

b. Relative shift 

The relative shift of the line position is usually measured relative to the line width. However, in practice, the 

widths can be evaluated very approximately because the lines are overlapping [6, 15]. Therefore, we chose to 

calculate the shifts with respect to the separation of the doublet components, which estimation can be readily 

obtained visually. In this case, the relative shift of the resolved doublet peak for the     component has the form 

[16]: 

                                                                                                                                                                    
where        and     is the point at which the derivative of Eq. 1 is zero: 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
                  changes sign when it passes through point    of the resolved peak. 

The third-order derivatives of doublets (2) and (3) are readily obtained by differentiating Eqs. 4 and 5, 

respectively. 

Since, for a symmetrical doublet         ,             absolute shift     of the merged derivatives of the 

doublet lines is the same at and below the resolution limit, the value of the relative shift,          does not 

depend on the separation of the doublet components. For separations larger than the resolution limit, the maxima 

of the first and the second lines are located at       and      , respectively. 

Since the analytical solution of Eq. 7 is too complicated, it was obtained numerically.  

It must be pointed out that the shifts of a non-ideal derivative peak depend also on the derivation procedure 

parameters [6]. Smoothing a noisy spectrum causes broadening of the derivative spectra, which results in 

decreased resolution and the shifts different from those obtained for ideal derivatives. However, these effects are 

significant for the doublet separation close to the resolution limit, where the shifts are very large [6]. Using such 

poorly-resolved derivatives for precise peak identification leads to erroneous results.               

 
II. Results of Computer Modeling and Discussion 

a. Equal-width lines (   )      

1. The dependences of the relative shifts of the second-order derivative peaks on    for Gaussian and Lorentzian 

doublets         are presented in Fig. 1. On the strength of symmetry,                                                                    

                                                                      
               

                                                                           

2. The plots of the shift dependences for the first component of Gaussian     
                       and 

Lorentzian     
                      lines (and also for the second component, according to the rule of 

symmetry (8)) pass through the intersection points (0.612 and 0.500, respectively). For the rest          values, 

the corresponding plots are cut off at the resolution limit and do not reach these points. The shifts are zero at the 

intersection points, where the second-order derivative peaks are located at the satellite maxima of the interfering 

line (Fig. 2). The signs of the shifts are opposite on the left and on the right from the intersection point since the 

sign of the interfering line slope changes when the line passes this point. On the right of the intersection point, 

the shift values for the Lorentzian derivatives are smaller than those for the Gaussian derivatives. On the left, the 

Gaussian lines are not resolved, except for the case    . 

3.  Although the more intense second line (larger R values) causes larger shifts of the first line, its own shifts 

decrease. Thus, if       , 

                                                   
                 

                                                                       
 

                                                                     
                 

                                                                     
4. The dependences of the shifts on the separation of the doublet lines are well approximated by a high-degree 

polynomial in variable        
  [16]:                                                                                              
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the behaviour of coefficients        being presented in Fig. 3. For Lorentzian lines, the positive first-component 

odd-degree coefficients (    
    ) increase, while the negative even-degree coefficients decrease.  

The     
     dependences for the second component obey the symmetry rule (8). In contrast to this, for 

Gaussian lines, in the case of    , the     
     dependences for even-degree coefficients are increasing, while 

those for the odd-degree coefficients are decreasing. So, for large   values, the shifts increase inversely 

proportional to the two largest degrees of    , namely, 10 and 8 for Lorentzian and 8 and 4 for Gaussian lines. 

Fortunately, for large   values, the absolute shifts of the Lorentzian peaks are small. This is not true in the case 

of Gaussian derivative spectra, where the steep slopes of function        may cause noticeable sensitivity of the 

measured peak locations to the spectral noise.  

Figure 1. Dependences of the relative shifts on    for doublets consisting of equal-width lines 

 
(a), (b) Gaussian lines, (c), (d) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves.   values are shown next to the curves. 

 

Figure 2. Location of the zero-shift point in the second-order derivative spectrum 

 
(a) Gaussian lines, (b) Lorentzian lines. 

  
Figure 3. Dependences of the polynomial coefficients on the relative intensity of the doublets 

 
                          1th lines and 2nd lines of Gaussian (a) and (b) and Lorentzian (c) and (d) doublets, respectively.   
                                 Coefficients:    (●, red),    (■, red),    (●, green ),    (■, green ) ,    (●, blue ) and    (■, blue). 
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b. Non-equal-width lines (   ) 
1. If       the shifts of the second line are very large, especially for Gaussian doublets (Figs. 4 and 5). The 

shifts significantly increase with the increase of   (see Figs. 8-14,       ) because the intensity of the 

second-order derivative spectrum is inversely proportional to the squared line width [6]. The shift of the second 

line is less than 0.1 only if its intensity is large enough (   ) and the doublet components are well separated 

(see Table). The shifts of the first line increase with the growth of  . 
2. If       the negative shifts of the first line become very large because the intensity of the second-order 

derivative spectra increases (Figs. 6 and 7). The shifts of the first line increase with the growth of  .  

3. The second component plots for the Gaussian     
              and Lorentzian     

             lines pass 

through the intersection points (0.612 and 0.500, respectively) (Figs. 6 and 7, panels c and d). It has been 

pointed out above that the shifts are zero at the intersection points, where the narrow second-order derivative 

peaks are located at the satellite maxima (Fig. 2). If      the wide second-order derivative peaks are shifted to 

the region outside the satellite and thus no intersection points can appear.   
4. For        , while   grows from 1/3 to 1, the absolute values of the first line negative shifts increase for 

Gaussian doublets (Figs. 8-14, panels a). Further broadening of the second line (   ) results in changing the 

sign of the shifts to positive and in decreasing the shift values. For Lorentzian lines, the signs and the ordinates 

of the    
         

       plots (Figs. 8-14, panels b) change in a complicated manner depending on the location of 

the intersection points.    
5. The apparent resolution limit of the doublet second-order derivative may be observed even at very low 

separation of the doublet lines due to the effect of overlapping with the satellite of the second-order derivative of 

the first line (Fig. 15a). Near this limit the shifts of the weak second doublet component grow very quickly and 

may be more than ten times as large as the separation for Gaussian lines (Fig. 5a). The symmetrical wrong 

“resolved” line (denoted by an arrow on the left of Fig. 15a) may indicate that the right-hand peak is wrong. The 

correct peak is located at same point on    – axis as the wrong one only for      (Fig. 15b).  

Such “super-resolution” gives rise to great errors in analysis.  

6. Acceptable relative shifts (     ) at       and      for the first and the second lines, respectively, are 

sometimes observed for smaller line separations ( ) of Gaussian doublets than those of Lorentzian doublets 

(marked in bold in the Table). In other words, for a given separation value, the peak of the narrow strong 

second-order derivative of a Gaussian line may be less shifted from its actual position than that of a Lorentzian 

line. These different shifts are accounted for by different slopes of the interfering derivatives of Gaussian and 

Lorentzian lines [6].  

In conclusion, we have shown that the correct peak location in the second-order derivative spectrum, in each 

particular case, should be evaluated by computer modeling of the overlapping lines. The shifts connected with 

changes of the physico-chemical parameters of the sample under study must be differentiated from apparent 

shifts, which may be caused by changes of the line form, width, and the degree of overlapping. For this reason, 

correlating the peak shifts in the second-order derivative spectrum with the physicochemical parameters may 

lead to erroneous conclusions.   

Figure 4. Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of non-equal-width lines (   )
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(a), (b) Gaussian lines, (c), (d) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves.   values are shown next to the curves. 
Figure 5. Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of non-equal-width lines (   ) 

 
(a), (b) Gaussian lines, (c), (d) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves.   values are shown next to the curves. 

Figure 6.  Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of non-equal-width lines (     )

 
 

(a), (b) Gaussian lines, (c), (d) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves.   values are shown next to the curves. 
Figure 7. Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of non-equal-width lines (     ) 

 
(a), (b) Gaussian lines, (c), (d) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves.   values are shown next to the curves. 
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Figure 8. Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of lines of equal intensity (   )

 
 (a) Gaussian lines, (b) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves.   values are given in the legend (panel a). 

Figure 9. Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of lines of unequal intensity (   ) 

 
(a) Gaussian lines,  (b) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves;   values are given in the legend (panel a). 

                                                                  The 1st line plots are shifted down by 0.5 (a) and 0.2 (b). 

   Figure 10.  Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of lines of unequal intensity (   ) 

 
(a) Gaussian lines,  (b) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves;   values are given in the legend (panel a).            

 The 1st line plots are shifted down by 0.2.  

Figure 11.  Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of lines of unequal intensity (   ) 

 

 
(a) Gaussian lines,  (b) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves;   values are given in the legend (panel a).             
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The 1st line plots are shifted down by 0.2.  

Figure 12.  Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of lines of unequal intensity (     ) 

 
(a) Gaussian lines,  (b) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves;   values are given in the legend (panel a).            

 The 1st line plots are shifted down by 0.5 (a) and 0.2 (b). 

Figure 13.  Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of lines of unequal intensity (     ) 

 
(a) Gaussian lines,  (b) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves;   values are given in the legend (panel a).             

The 1st line plots are shifted down by 0.5 (a) and 0.2 (b). 

Figure 14. Dependences of the relative shift on    for doublets consisting of lines of unequal intensity (     )

 
(a) Gaussian lines,  (b) Lorentzian lines; 1st line - blue curves, 2nd line – red curves;   values are given in the legend (panel a).             

The 1st line plots are shifted down by 0.5 (a) and 0.2 (b). 

Figure 15. Wrong and correct peaks in the second-order derivative of Gaussian doublets 

 
                                                                                        (b) 1.  
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Minimum relative separation values for which relative shifts do not exceed 0.1  
  
  

1/ 3 0.5 1 2 3 

G L G L G L G L G L 

0.2 
0.46 0.30 0.56 0.24 0.80 0.50 0.68 0.82 0.40 1.1 

0.20 0.16 0.56 0.27 >1 0.50 >1 >1 >1 >1.2 

1/3 
0.48 0.34 0.61 0.25 0.74 0.48 0.62 0.66 0.30 0.84 

0.22 0.14 0.38 0.25 >1 0.48 >1 >1 >1 >1.2 

0.5 
0.50 0.37 0.64 0.26 0.74 0.44 0.50 0.52 0.20 0.72 

0.20 0.14 0.18 0.26 0.74 0.44 >1 >1 >1 >1.2 

1 
0.53 0.43 0.69 0.44 0.68 0.39 0.34 0.48 0.18 0.48 

0.20 0.20 0.17 0.25 0.68 0.39 >1 0.88 >1 >1.2 

2 
0.55 0.50 0.73 0.53 0.74 0.44 0.40 0.52 0.12 0.30 

0.20 0.26 0.24 0.28 0.74 0.44 >1 0.52 >1 1.1 

3 
0.56 0.54 0.76 0.58 >1 0.48 0.75 0.50 0.10 0.42 

0.20 0.30 0.28 0.36 0.74 0.48 >1 0.50 >1 1.0 

5 
0.58 0.59 0.79 0.65 >1 0.50 >1 0.54 0.10 0.48 

0.20 0.40 0.40 0.48 0.82 0.50 >1 0.48 >1 0.88 

 

The shifts of the first and the second lines of Gaussian (G) and Lorentzian (L) doublets are listed in rows 1 and 2, respectively. Values in 

bold correspond to the case of      . 
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